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Moscow cultural tv channel tell us the story of the expansionary interesting exhibition, which 
took an place at the Museum of Architecture in Moscow (Russia) - named after Schusev.
The exhibition DIALOGUE WITH WATER- LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE IN THE 
NETHERLANDS is be opened on 15 May. 
The main Russian Museum of Architecture shows the most interesting and ambitious 
projects related to the water. 
The Netherlands is the country, which is in constant contact, sometimes dramatic one, 
with the world of rivers, canals and seas. Starting from the XI century Dutch architects and 
engineers have been trying to regain new lands from water creating polders – the high-
fertile plots of land on drained soil. Severe floods of 1820, 1825, 1916 and 1953 as well as 
the consequences of some bad floods at the end of XX century proved the futility of the 
measures taken – the fight with water was doomed to fail. 
At present, Dutch architects drastically revise the strategy of relations with water – it was 
decided to go from struggle to dialogue. Now, building new quarters on water, the nature 
elements build up “ways of retreat”. Letting the rivers freely flow we not only construct 
ram¬parts and dams but turning them into boulevards and parks! The symbiosis of present-
day achievements in science, architecture, and design aiming at creating comfortable and 
at¬tractive common zones place the landscape projects in the Netherlands at the vanguard 
of world ecological and socially significant trends. 
The curators of the exhibition Elena Oranskaia and Eva Radionova present the projects and 
the offices to the spectators.  OKRA is one of them.
The exhibition linked historic relationships to contemporary landscape architecture.
Part of the exposition shows historic parks built in 18 century by the Dutch in Russia: 
Lefortovo, Bidloo Garden, Summer Garden, Garden of Yaroslavl Great Manufacture.
Old and recent developments of landscape architecture demonstrate the strong linkage 
between architecture and water, special progressive way of thinking and approach to the 
design during the last 3 centuries. 

Location : Museum of Architecture, Vozd¬vizhenka Street 5/25, Moscow, Russia
Open:  15 May till 27 July 2014.


